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Summary
A wide range of human factors approaches have been developed and adapted to healthcare for detecting and mitigating negative unexpected consequences associated with technology in healthcare (i.e. technology-induced errors). However, greater knowledge and wider dissemination of human factors methods is needed to ensure more usable and safer health information technology (IT) systems.

Objective: This paper reports on work done by the IMIA Human Factors Working Group and discusses some successful approaches that have been applied in using human factors to mitigate negative unintended consequences of health IT. The paper addresses challenges in bringing human factors approaches into mainstream health IT development.

Results: A framework for bringing human factors into the improvement of health IT is described that involves a multi-layered systematic approach to detecting technology-induced errors at all stages of a IT system development life cycle (SDLC). Such an approach has been shown to be needed and can lead to reduced risks associated with the release of health IT systems into live use with mitigation of risks of negative unintended consequences.

Conclusion: Negative unintended consequences of the introduction of IT into healthcare (i.e. potential for technology-induced errors at any stage of the system life cycle) continue to be reported. However, new ones are appearing and greater awareness is needed.
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1 Introduction
The usability of health information systems has been recognized as being a major issue in the deployment and adoption of health information technologies (IT) internationally. Although several decades of work have been spent in developing and applying methods for improving the usability of health IT, there are still frequent and numerous reports of health IT systems that are unusable. This has inadvertently impacted healthcare workflow and is associated with serious negative unintended consequences. In some cases, systems have been reported that are unusable and could be considered to be safety hazards [1]. In this paper we discuss the issue of unintended negative consequences of health IT [2] that have come to be known as technology-induced errors [3]. The paper then explores the link that has been documented in the literature between poor usability and technology-induced errors. The question of how human factors methods and approaches can be used to improve the situation is then discussed, including how methods can be applied that are proactive in identifying unintended human factors issues prior to widespread system release. Thoughts on the current state of usability of health IT are presented along with the working group’s position regarding what can and needs to be done to lead to more usable and safer health IT that are free from negative unintended consequences. By applying human factors approaches it is clear that some previous negative unintended consequences of health IT have been detected and rectified. However, new ones are appearing and greater knowledge about and application of human factors methods are still needed.

1.1 What Are Technology-induced Errors and How Can They Be Dealt with?
Over the past decade a variety of papers have been published to document the existence of a category of negative unintended consequence now known as technology-induced errors (i.e. which are a subclass of unintended consequences). Technology-induced errors arise from the complex interplay between health IT and end users interacting with that technology in real-world settings such as clinics and hospitals [4]. Technology-induced errors may be difficult to prevent as they may arise from any stage of the system development life cycle (SDLC), stay latent, and be detected only after the system has been released. Examples of such errors include clinicians failing to attend to computer-based alerts or drug allergy information due to complex screen interactions or difficulties in navigating through a user interface to find the information during an emergency. Such systems may have passed traditional software testing methods, but technology-induced errors may only appear once the system is in use in real healthcare settings. Other technology-induced errors result from the inflexibility of systems to adapt to complex workflows or emergency situations (e.g. when an emergency override of a system is needed but that function has not been anticipated prior to the system release). Since the first papers on this topic appeared, an increasing number of reported technology-induced errors have been described [5,6]. One approach to dealing with technology-induced errors has been to develop error-reporting
systems that allow end users to indicate if they believe a technology-induced error has occurred after a system has been deployed [7]. A complementary stream of research that borrows heavily from human factors research has emerged that involves setting up usability tests and clinical simulations to detect technology-induced errors before health information systems have been released [8]. This more proactive approach attempts to identify such errors earlier in the SDLC, i.e., before the system is released for routine use rather than after, as discussed in this article.

### 1.2 What is the Link between Poor Usability and Technology-induced Errors?

Starting in 2004, work was begun to show a statistical relationship between the presence of serious usability problems and the occurrence of specific types of technology-induced errors. In one study, users of a mobile health application (clinicians) were video recorded while entering medication data into a prescription writing program [6]. Usability problems were recorded and statistically related to occurrences of technology-induced errors (e.g. entry of a wrong dose for a medication), and it was found that all detected technology-induced errors were associated with one or more usability problems. Usability problems included problems users encountered in navigating through a healthcare user interface, problems in entering medical data, problems in finding relevant sections of an electronic medical record, and a number of other issues. Medical errors included the entry of a wrong medication, an incorrect dosage, and missing medication alerts or reminders. Thus a statistical link between poor usability and technology-induced errors has been reported (where serious usability problems were linked to unintended medication errors), leading to the recognition of the importance of identifying and preventing this kind of error through the application of human factors approaches such as usability testing and inspection prior to widespread system release.

### 2 Usability Engineering Approaches for Identifying and Preventing Technology-induced Errors in Healthcare

#### 2.1 Usability Testing and Assessment Methods

Usability problems with health IT systems have been long reported in the literature for several decades and have included a wide range of issues such as problems in navigating through complex screen sequences, lack of consistency in user interfaces, lack of appropriate feedback for user actions, failure of systems to provide meaningful guidance to users, lack of visibility of critical information, poor training and poor integration into the clinician workflow [8,9]. Usability inspection methods have been employed to identify such problems during the design of systems [10]. The inspection method known as heuristic evaluation involves one or more analysts systematically stepping through a user interface and noting usability issues [10]. A cognitive walkthrough involves an analyst walking through a user interface to identify such problems during the design of systems [10]. The literature in health informatics is replete with dozens of applications, including electronic health records, decision support systems, mobile applications, and interoperable health IT networks. Since the early 1990s, a wide range of studies have documented these approaches to addressing usability issues, including variations of usability testing methods involving the observation of representative users being observed while carrying out representative tasks using a technology under study.

More recently, clinical simulations have emerged where representative users are observed carrying out representative tasks in real or realistic (representative) environments, such as hospitals, clinics, and even homes [8,11]. There is both a safety and ethical imperative to ensure that systems are properly tested under real or realistic conditions prior to widespread release. To do so, clinical simulations offer an important tool that could be used to evaluate systems for unintended negative consequences. The performance of clinical simulations consists of five iterative phases – see Figure 1.

Firstly, the purpose of the simulation has to be defined. As in any other study, the aim of the activity must be explicated and agreed on through a rational discussion of opportunities and limitations. In the planning phase, the scope is determined which will establish the content of the scenarios as well as the number of simulations necessary to run and the profiles of the participating clinicians and patient actors. Preparing the settings includes writing the scenarios and designing the clinical and technical set-up. The purpose and the plan of the simulation must be carefully considered. Preparing complex scenarios and detailed patient cases is resource-demanding and the need for complexity should be carefully considered. However, the resources spent in this phase will benefit the efficiency and decrease the time spent by the clinicians performing the simulation. The participating clinicians should be familiar with routine daily work tasks – quality managers etc. are inappropriate to participate to the simulations but can be used as observers. The simulation can be observed from an observation room through a one-way mirror or by video recording. Data from observations can be obtained on patient safety issues, organizational or technical challenges, and the need for special users training. Additional data
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can be obtained using questionnaires and/or interviews. The results of the simulation are usually presented in a report which also includes recommendations. Although high fidelity clinical simulations are capable of mirroring very complex work situations, there are still aspects difficult to capture: it has been difficult to realistically stress and interrupt the participants during a simulation and likewise the time it usually takes to get acquainted to a new system is not reflected in clinical simulations [11].

2.2 Towards a Layered “Safety Net” Approach to Ensuring Usability and Safety

Recent work by IMIA human factors and related working groups [8,9] has argued for the need to employ a phased sequence of tests and mixed methods (that have emerged from human factors research as described in the previous section) prior to deploying health IT systems in order to identify and mitigate the risk of technology-induced errors. These approaches have mainly emerged from the area of usability engineering and are user-centered design and evaluation methods meant to complement rather than replace traditional software testing approaches (such as black and white box testing). It is argued that prior to system release health IT should first undergo thorough usability testing followed by remediation of identified defects. Based on the results from testing, identified usability problems can be prioritized and fixed (see Figure 2). Systems should then undergo clinical simulation testing (as described above), whereby users are observed using the system under realistic or “near-live” contexts. The results of such testing again can be used to feed back problem rectification. Finally, prior to the release of health IT on a widespread basis, it is recommended that the observation of the system use (including video analysis) be carried out in limited naturalistic testing to detect any errors that could not be detected under conditions that are less than real. The layers of testing thus form a “safety net” (as displayed in Figure 2) for catching a wide array of usability problems and technology-induced errors.

![Fig. 1 The iterative phases involved in conducting clinical simulations](image1)

![Fig. 2 Recommended sequence of testing phases to identify and mitigate technology-induced errors (adopted from [9])](image2)

Although carrying out such a sequence of testing would not guarantee there would not be any problem (i.e. a system would be free from unintended negative consequences) identified after the widespread system deployment, the application of such a sequential and rigorous array of methods would likely go a long way in preventing many negative unintended consequences (i.e. technology-induced errors). Evidence for this argument has emerged from studies where such a phased sequential approach to testing have been successfully employed. For example, Li and colleagues [12] have applied a multi-phase approach to optimize the integration of clinical guidelines into an electronic health record. The approach taken began with simple in-situ (i.e. conducted in real clinical settings) usability testing that detected a number of serious (but easy to fix) issues related to users not understanding user interface labels. Then, the testing moved to the clinical simulation step, where users interacted with a “digital patient” (i.e. a multi-media video patient) to determine if there were issues with the system interacting with the system in a less prescribed and artificial way. Based on results from this level of testing, the invocation of guidelines and their integration into the electronic health record were optimized. Finally, near-live as well as live testing of the system lead to a final optimization, with the resultant system leading to high user uptake and adoption. It was concluded by Li and colleagues that the application of a systematic layered approach to testing health IT would lead to a greater chance of identifying and rectifying negative unexpected consequences prior to the widespread release of new systems into healthcare environments.
3  What Are Current Issues and Future Directions?

Despite the documentation of human factors methods and the existence of approaches emerging from usability engineering, such as those described above, there continue to be many reported issues with the usability of health information systems [7,8,9,13]. Part of this paradox may be related to the understanding of the in-depth and layered approach to optimizing systems that is needed. Indeed many organizations and vendors have defended their systems and products by arguing that they were developed by applying rigorous human factors approaches. However, it is argued in this position paper that the proper application of human factors approaches can be complex and may require not just one approach (e.g. usability testing at a centralized conformance testing or beta-test site hospital), but rather an array of testing approaches (e.g. usability testing and clinical simulation) and multi-phased approaches conducted with a wider range of user groups and under a wider range of environmental conditions than is currently the case. In addition, the widespread dissemination of usability testing methods, clinical simulation approaches, error reporting results, and knowledge and uptake of emerging national and international standards is needed.

3.1  Need for Knowledge Translation

Approaches are needed to “demystify” the cost, complexity, and resources needed for applying human factors approaches in order to make user testing and evaluation more routinely applied both by vendors and developers of systems, as well as by local and regional organizations (e.g. hospitals and health authorities and their respective IT departments) that customize, implement, and deploy health IT. In addition, development and dissemination of evidence-based guidelines are needed to help ensure that unexpected negative consequences do not appear. For example, NHS’ guidelines on how to display medication information in computer systems is based on many years of experience and they should lead to more usable and safer systems if they were followed by designers and customizers of systems [14]. Another direction that should be used to put pressure on vendors so that they develop more usable and safer systems is the requirement for the application of human factors approaches in the selection and procurement phases where healthcare organizations are attempting to select systems that lead to a good system-organization “fit” when buying systems. For example, Kushniruk and colleagues describe an approach to gathering stronger evidence for system-organization fit that considers testing candidate systems under real or realistic conditions of clinical simulations [15]. In contrast to usability testing methods, whereby system and representative users are observed doing representative tasks, with clinical simulations, representative users are observed doing representative tasks in representative (real or highly realistic) contexts of use.

3.2  Application in System Procurement

An example of a specific use of clinical simulation to assess multifunctional systems in complex work situations occurred when a large procurement of a new EHR-platform took place in 2012 to 2013 in two major regions in Denmark [16]. The platform was intended to support clinical and administrative core processes with increased effectiveness and quality of care including patient safety. The two regions had a strategic demand of user involvement prior to any procurement usability, and human factors issues were required to be explicitly assessed. The procurement of the EHR platform was the largest in Denmark as it was expected to cover 14 hospitals and almost half the Danish population (5.6 million inhabitants in total). Clinical simulation was chosen as the methodological approach, as it covered the interests from various end-users, medical specialties, and work cultures, and at the same time it would live up to transparency demands according to European Union rules. The specific method developed for the simulation was challenged with a number of issues: 1) results must be comparable; 2) the assessment of the different vendor products must be homogenous; 3) the process has to be transparent; 4) limited time to perform and report on the assessment, and 5) assessment data must be easily collectable and instantly available for analysis. Assessing the vendor products by clinical simulation methods proved valuable in achieving comparable results for the usefulness and ease of use of the systems and it demonstrated practicality in giving voice to the future users who will use the chosen system in their daily work.

3.3  From Small to Large-scale Usability Studies

Integration of data on usability issues from small scale qualitative usability studies will need to be complemented with data from large deployments as we move beyond the laboratory to include collection and reporting of data from in-situ testing and large-scale online user experience studies. In addition, study of usability data along the entire continuum from the individual user to the various organizational levels will be needed [17]. Along these lines, data mining and data analytic approaches to identifying patterns (e.g. patterns of technology-induced errors) in large-scale naturalistic usability data will be essential [18,19]. In addition, there is a move to the public reporting of usability issues of commercial healthcare IT products and this is a trend that will need to be expanded (with the hope of greater regional, national, and international reporting and regulation in this area [20]). Application of methods for the remotely recording use of mobile healthcare applications integrating data from a large number of users will be needed in order to provide data for improving user interactions with mobile and ubiquitous health applications [21].

3.4  Need for Widespread Application both Centrally and Locally

Finally, it will be important for organizations, vendors, and end users to understand
how human factors, and especially usability engineering methods, can be applied locally, at low-cost, and rapidly within healthcare organizations such as hospitals and clinics (to complement centralized conformance testing processes at a regional and national levels). This will require a shift from thinking that the application of usability engineering and human factors methods is only the domain of selected researchers and a limited number of highly trained practitioners. Rather, infusion of the methods, approaches, and impact of applying human factors methods needs to be inserted into the curricula of health professionals, health informatics specialists, and decision makers responsible for selecting and deploying health information systems. The wider application of methods from human factors at all stages in the SDLC (particularly prior to the widespread system deployment and release) will be needed in order to identify, mitigate, and head off negative unintended consequences such as technology-induced errors. Proving that such methods are cost-effective and capable of detecting potentially expensive and dangerous negative consequences is a first step, and more demonstrations of how basic, yet inexpensive, human factors methods can be applied more widely in healthcare are needed [22-24]. In addition, the development of a knowledge base of evidence-based approaches to applying human factors in order to help decrease technology-induced errors in healthcare is a new and important direction that is being taken by members of the IMIA human factors working group [25].

4 Conclusion

Effective human factors methods do exist that if applied routinely and during key phases of the SDLC would lead to a lessened chance of negative unintended consequences of health information technology (in particular technology-induced errors). Research and applied studies have demonstrated that employing a combination of well-known approaches in a systematic and phased manner can lead to the detection of technology-induced errors prior to the system release. However, greater dissemination and knowledge about these approaches and their potential to reduce negative unintended consequences are needed. Along these lines, more educational initiatives are needed at multiple levels, from universities and colleges to industrial training and national educational initiatives regarding human factors in healthcare, such as those provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology [26], the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality in the United States [27] or the Office of the National Coordinator [20, 28-30]. Aligned with initiatives targeted to education and awareness, regulatory and national usability standards development will be an ongoing direction of work to lead to more usable and safer healthcare IT from a human factors perspective [14, 20, 31, 32].
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